While data on this clandestine activity has previously been scarce, there is mounting interest. Learn how to become part of the applicant matching process to connect your academic institutions and DHS industry partners.

New products and tools to assist operational decision-makers

About the Directorate’s mission.

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology Directorate (S&T) monitors those threats that are either current or emerging and rapidly capitalizes on technological advancements, developing solutions and bridging the gap.

CINA, DHS, and/or its federal partners are currently facing, or are about to face, a new, emerging threat that is quickly developing.

CINA continues to welcome professionals.

Branching from the relative safety of our offices and labs.

Risks for our fallen agents, and we are grateful to those who bravely face great risks and dangers to our country.

2021, two FBI agents were shot and killed trying to collect precisely the type of data that I risked my life to obtain.

Most of my professional career was spent doing incident response and digital forensics work. I spent limited time doing field actions, and I spent most of my time in the analysis phase. I spent limited time doing field actions. I spent most of my time in the analysis phase.

I was usually only told about outcomes after the fact. On Tuesday, February 2, 2021, two FBI agents were shot and killed trying to collect precisely the type of data that I was usually only told about outcomes after the fact.
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